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Now in its third edition, this detail that may not be 
book is a thoroughly 
comprehensive guide to all 
aspects of control systems 
commonly found (and 
some less so) in microscope followed by Inspection and 
entertainment installations, others including lasers, 
whether temporary or audio, image presentation, 
permanent. Huntingdon 
has quite a pedigree in 
entertainment technology, 1 
having had a long work finally show control as a 

whole, describing the 
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history spanning venues, 
rental companies, trade magazines and This book owers everything 

latterly as a lecturer and profes 
York City College of Technology and Yale that some may regard as the meat of the 
University School of Drama. As such, the 
book not only gives the reader a feeling of inspection and testing of in-service 

confidence but is also written with some electrical equipment in general, such as 

degree of authority. 

It's difficult to precis so much 
few words; one can onty advis@ as to how basics of control electronics including qualified staff who may be 

much information this bmk.cont&ins - and numbering Systems, data rates and responsible for such work. 

that is lots. Whether you're interested in bandwidth, transmission techniques, 
DMX, audio, laser or pyrotechnic-control, it's communications modes (simplex, duplex Inspection, TeBting 
all there - plus some other thingsyou'd etc) transmission modulation and error and Certification 
probabty never thought of. detection and layering. Following on from 

this there are a number of chapters that 
Huntingdon begins by giving an overview of cwer topics including physical 
control concepts common to all entertainment ~ommunications media (cables, wireless Price: El 1.99 

time-based or cuebased ones. UDP and IP Ethernet based networking - 
including a useful chapter on network like the PAT bod< above, also by Scaddan, 

The need to interface control equipment to , utilities, great for problem diagnosis, 
the outside world is a fundamental part of 
any system and this is given reasonable The fourth section goes on to look at more 
coverage with descriptions d TTL interfacing specific entertainment control protocols 
and switching logic. One thing to note is that including an extensive chapter on DMX, 
the Bobk does not expand fully on the. RDM, ACN, MIDI (as well as MIDI show and - 
electronics aspects involved - to dorso 
would require another bwk  innitself: , 
accordingly, it helps if t 
basic electronics knowledge. A . 

chapters are a kind of moderate primer 
without going into vast detail on each. For ' 

example, the section on lighting discusses 
dimmer techniques such as thynstor and The third in this series of 

analogue. The control protocols though 
guidelines in order to satisfy the IEE wiring 
regulations. It dispels many of the urban 


